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Abstract—As more and more companies are trying to leverage 
crowdsourcing to reduce cost and time-to-market of software 
production, it is very important to better understand the 
dynamics of crowdsourced software development in order to fully 
realize its benefits and avoid hidden pitfalls. This paper presents 
a systems dynamic model for crowdsourced software 
development platforms based on data gathered from Topcoder. 
The model is composed of three components: the worker sub-
model, the task sub-model, and the interactions between the two 
sub-models. Results of simulations are compared with empirical 
data gathered from Topcoder for validation. The major 
simulation results indicate that task uploading and software 
workers arrival in the platform follow typical exponential 
patterns; incentivizing the crowd developers to become more 
active will lead to more tasks completion and success; and tasks 
associated with higher awards generally receive few submissions.  

Index Terms—Software Worker, Task, Award. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Due to the highly dynamic and complex nature of 

crowdsourced software development (CSD), it is often very 
challenging to understand the dynamics of online worker 
behaviors compared with centralized, in house software 
projects. As the crowdsourced platforms evolve, the aggregated 
knowledge needed to support future changes grows 
exponentially. Therefore, in order to support a successful 
crowd sourcing platform, it is necessary to design a framework 
which recognizes and improves the dynamic nature of crowd 
behaviors [1].  

Simulation techniques have been demonstrated to be 
powerful in modeling and understanding software engineering 
processes, such as system dynamics and discrete event 
simulation [2, 3]. While a mixture simulation model of merging 
systems dynamic and discrete event models has been used to 
support project planning and improvement of global software 
development [4], Systems dynamics models have been used in 
modeling and simulating software processes [5] as well as 
software investment analysis [6].  

Nevertheless, crowdsourced platforms have been simulated 
via agent based modeling [1, 7, 8,  9], this viewpoint provides 
the opportunity of analyzing crowdsourced software platforms 

with a dynamic perspective. However, to the best of our 
knowledge, there is no existing study using systems dynamic 
(SD) approach. .  

We believe it is beneficial to simulate the platform via SD 
methodology to predict the patterns of crowd software workers 
and crowdsourced software tasks. When managers plan for 
crowdsourcing projects, they need to determine strategies for 
tasks decomposition and task publishing or uploading to a 
crowdsourcing platform. It is important to analyze the optimal 
granularity of task unit and task prices, consequently 
understanding their impact on the total number of tasks, the 
award per task, and expected outcomes of task completion. The 
underlying influential factors may include how many active 
workers, how many tasks from other requesters are currently 
open, and the successful rate of overall task completion at the 
time. For example, it is critical to study through simulation how 
to price micro tasks in a reasonable way based on the size and 
complexity of the tasks [7].  Increasing the award would 
decrease the demand for tasks, because high reward tasks 
typically mean more complex and difficult tasks which reduce 
the value of high reward tasks for software workers [8]. 

Crowdsourcing platforms act as the marketplace between 
requesters and Software workers. Such platforms need to be 
designed to ease software workers’ understanding of 
crowdsourcing tasks, as well as form the relationships and 
practical communication between software workers and 
requesters [9]. In this paper, we propose a systems dynamic 
model for crowdsourced software platforms similar to 
Topcoder [10], which is a largest software development 
crowdsourcing platform with an online community of over 
700000 software workers. The simulation model is created 
based on task workflows on Topcoder. We also use available 
empirical data from Topcoder platforms to run the dynamic 
simulation. 

II. BACKGROUND 
In order to achieve both effective task completion and 

Software worker pleasure, past research recommends 
requesters should (A) clearly recognize Software workers 
motivation, (B) understand Software workers behavior, and (C) 
design task structures and models appropriately [8]. These 
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factors influence Workers arrival and task completion in the 
platform. 

A.  Software worker Motivations 
  Based on diversity of software workers in the fields of 

outsourcing and crowdsourcing, motivational factors for 
joining the CSD Platforms are typically divided into two 
categories: intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic 
clusters contain enjoyment factors and community values that 
can get influences from age, location, personal career, society 
and even task identity. Extrinsic clusters include financial and 
social point of views which are the direct effect of educational 
back ground, household income and task award [11, 16]. 
Another high ranking motivation factor is requesters with brand 
names, such as Google and NASA, which attracts Software 
workers to apply for tasks, that potentially can be used in 
Software worker’s resumes and affects software workers 
ratings indirectly or directly [9,14]. 

B. Software worker behaviors 
Software workers’ arrival in the platform and the pattern of 

taking tasks to completion are the essential elements to shape 
the worker supply and demand in crowdsourcing platforms. 
Many software workers tend to optimize their utility of 
choosing the task based on different attributes and personal 
utility [8, 13]. For example, most experienced workers are very 
interested in competing for famous companies’ tasks, or some 
of them take tasks based on the award. Also for newcomers or 
beginners, it takes time to  improve and turn into an active 
worker after their first arrival [8, 13]. Therefore, most of them 
focus on registering and gaining experience by competing with 
peers, but the chance of them winning the competition is rather 
low. It is also typical that the workers need to communicate 
with the requesters in order to better understand the problems 
to be solved [11, 13]. Another typical issue related to workers 
is that some workers decide to drop certain tasks after 
registering for competition or possibly become inactive due to 
various reasons, such as different time zones and geographical 
distributions and software workers native language issues [4, 
11, and 16].  

C.  Simulation models 
Agent based modeling techniques have been employed to 

simulate individuals and social groups’ behaviors in 
crowdsourcing, as well as the interaction between requesters 
and software workers [1, 2, 11, 16]. While in agent based 
simulation, the number of stakeholders (agents) are constant, in 
dynamic simulation the number of stakeholders will vary by 
passing time. Such difference makes it possible to predict the 
number of active software workers and their arrival distribution 
[5, 6]. In addition, Systems dynamic simulation methods 
provide the possibility of changing one or several factors 
(attributes) while the remaining ones are unchanged, thus 
supporting all possible scenarios to be checked in order to 
make decisions based on managerial policies  [4,16]. It is of 
our interest to study the dynamic approach of CSD, in order to 
expand better understanding of crowdsourcing decision making. 
More specifically, growing numbers of active software workers 

and tasks by passing time and change of market situations will 
be discussed in this paper for the first time in this domain. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
By simulating crowdsourced software development 

platforms, it is directed at finding out answers to the following 
key research questions: 

(1) Which distribution pattern is fit for software workers to 
become active members since their arrival to the 
platform? 

(2) Which distribution patterns are followed by workers 
behavior on taking tasks and making submissions to 
tasks? 

(3) Is there any specific relationship between Award, 
Experience point and submission task rates based on 
the simulation result and empirical data from Topcoder? 

A. Software Crowdsourcing Processes  
A typical software crowdsourcing process framework is 

adapted from [12]. For typical software development 
challenges, the requesting company would prepare a list of 
challenges and upload them into the platform. Ideally, this 
needs to follow a task taken distribution and trend to target 
maximum possible tasks taken. Crowd software workers would 
register to work on each task, and submit the task. Registering 
for competitions that are based on software worker arrival time 
and also personal interest in the specific task. Submitted tasks 
will be scored and the two top winners will be awarded the 
prize. Based on the project phase the associated project 
manager will communicate with the requester company to 
identify the project objectives and task plan and also exchange 
new information. This phase would be managed by platform. 
Results of different phases are combined in the assembly phase.  
It is important for the requestor company to have software 
workers register for competing on tasks by knowing workers 
arrival and improvement trend and following correct 
distribution of task uploading. The last phase would be 
deploying the complete functional solution and send it to the 
requester company’s quality department to check if the task is 
acceptable or needs rework. 

Following this work flow can be effective for requester 
companies, since it can not only (1) reduce many in-house 
development costs, it would offer (2) more unique and different 
ideas with the possibility of optimizing creativity and also 
prepare (3) higher security for the product. As the newly 
launched product would be made from combinations of 
multiple tasks with different developers and coding methods, 
decoding it would prove difficult. This paper is focusing on the 
dynamic approach of this chain and tries to analyze the effects 
of uploading new tasks on crowd source software workers and 
contrariwise. 

B. Tools and Techniques  
To create a systems dynamic model, stakeholders should be 

defined, and then connection among them will be discussed. 
Direct stakeholders are: Software worker as workers, Demand 
Companies as requester and crowd source platform, indirect 
stakeholders are end users in market and also 
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Fig 1: Software worker simulation 
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research/educational system. This paper is focused on 
modeling the direct stakeholders. Vensim will be used to create 
the dynamic model and running the simulation. Vensim is a 
simulation software toolkit for improving the performance of 
real systems, which is used for developing and analyzing 
dynamic feedback models [18]. To run this model, empirical 
data gathered from Topcoder is going to be used, 26 attributes 
were needed to come up with the final model, which contains 5 
stock and 13 flows. 

C. Data Set 
The data extracted from the Topcoder platform are the 

design and development tasks from Sep 2003 to Sep 2012. 
During this period 2895 software design tasks and 3015 
software development tasks were gathered. After cleaning the 
data by finding outliers data to minimize their influence on 
model and normalizing the data set through the Z-score 
standardization method, 1072 components remained which 
includes 18306 data points, 26 variables and 362 observations. 
Each component would refer to two tasks of design and 
development, respectively. Collected data was used to run the 
Systems Dynamic simulation model in order to see the Crowd 
software worker behavior and uploaded task trend in the 
platform. 

D. SD Models 
To address the platform trend a systems dynamic model 

was created in Vensim to predict software workers behaviors, 
task taken and task submitted trend, based on the historical data 
gathered from the Topcoder platform. The winning score is 
defined according to Topcoder's policy of at least 75% of peer 
review of processing each task and score calculation formula 
defined by Topcoder. 

To create an initial model to capture all research goals and 
appropriate factors of CSD platform, the first step was studying 
the relations between different attributes and their influence on 

each other to assign them to different levels of stock, flow or 
axillary variables. Stock and flow are central concepts of 
Dynamic simulation. Stock is any attribute that accumulates or 
depletes over time, and flow is the rate of change in stock, 
while auxiliary variables are attributes that directly influence 
stocks and directly or indirectly effect stockholders’ decision.  
Therefore it was very important to do a literature review on 
case studies and crowdsourced software development platform 
analysis. All the attributes using  different research and also the 
relation among them were listed. And it was attempted to 
extend and match attributes to other papers.  Research results 
showed 5 common attributes which are used as Stock and 
another 21 factors used as flow and auxiliary variables. For 
each attribute, a brief description is provided, along with the 
related paper IDs that studied the same subject in the last 
column. Two lists of attributes used in the simulation model are 
briefly summarized in tables 1 and 2.  

This model is divided into three parts: (A) Dynamics of 
Software worker behavior in platform, (B) Dynamics of task 
uploading behavior in platform and (C) the final layout is a 
mixture of the first two models which shows the interaction and 
influence among software workers and uploaded tasks and also 
the effect of experience point and award on the whole system.  

1)  Dynamics of Software worker behavior 
The variation of software worker makes the shift of tasks 

and as a result the final product and market competition will 
occur. In this part it is attempted to simulate crowdsourced 
software worker entrance to the platform, software worker 
actively register to complete tasks and connection in the 
platform across this competitive market.  

As illustrated in fig.1 (software worker behavior part), once 
registered on the crowdsourcing platform, potential software 
workers may register to compete for new tasks and become 
active workers, or may change their mind and drop the task and 
quit the competition at any later time due to various reasons. 
Gaining experience by active software workers positively 
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influences the number of winner workers as they will be more 
familiar with the rules.  As a result, workers required skills will 
improve, consequently achieving higher scores in the 
competition by active workers. In this flow company’s 
reputation directly affects potential Software worker to create 
an account in the platform, award associated with tasks and 
also type of tasks make them to decide to continue working 
with the platform or leave it. Once Software workers decide to 
continue working with the platform it takes some time to learn 
all necessary requirements and become an active member.  

TABLE 1: ATTRIBUTES USED IN THE SOFTWARE WORKER BEHAVIOR MODEL  

Type Attribute 
Name Description Reference 

Softw
are w

orker 

Registered  
worker 

An individual who 
registers in the platform [2,3,6,9] 

Active  
worker 

An individual who actively 
participates in tasks [2] 

Winner 
Worker 

An active worker with 
winning history [2,4] 

Unreliable  
worker 

An active worker who ever 
fail to complete tasks [2,9] 

M
otivation factors 

Personal 
Career 

Member’s personal career 
in real life [9] 

Company's 
Reputation 

Market belief of an 
specific company [2,9] 

Score Point value of submission 
depend on the task level [8,12,16] 

Award Specific monetary prize 
associated with a task [2,4,5,6] 

Platform 
Competitors 

Other platforms existed in 
market [2,6] 

C
onstraints 

Activation 
Rate 

Fraction of active workers 
in all registered workers [2] 

Leaving rate 
Fraction of registered 
workers who become 

inactive 
[6,7] 

Experience 
gaining 
duration 

Time taken for a new 
worker to excel [2] 

 Even at this point many factors such as the platform 
competitor’s situation, member’s personal career, and software 
worker leaving rate from the platform will effect individual 
decisions to stay or leave the platform. 

2) Dynamics of Task uploading in the platform 
Tasks are the basis of crowdsourced software development 

which can evolve by passing time. The goal of this model is to 
analyze trends of taken tasks, submitted tasks and completed 
task situation on these attributes. 

It is extremely important to normalize tasks elaboration as it 
directly affects the task award. The award is one of the 
essential motivations for the Software worker to register for the 
task. However task complexity and also the size of the task are 
highly influential in choosing the tasks by software worker. 

Tasks are never chosen by workers are typically called as 
starved tasks. As illustrated in fig 1 (uploading task section), 
based on market situation and economic conditions  projects 
are  divided to small micro tasks and uploaded into the 
platform to be chosen by the workers.   As discussed in [9], the 

reputation of the company has a high effect on the software 
worker’s motivation to register for a task.  we model the tasks 
into three groups: (1) Start up companies’ tasks, tasks uploaded 
by small companies with the idea of decreasing overall cost and 
getting tasks done through inexpensive software workers; (2) 
Normal companies’ tasks, tasks uploaded by companies that 
are established and in addition to reduce the cost, try to create a 
buzz similar to the  more well-known companies’ reputation , 
and (3) Famous companies’ tasks, task uploaded by companies 
which are already famous among end users and software 
worker community hence desire of working on their project is 
absolutely high, for these  kind of companies the main idea of 
crowdsourcing can be project time line, security and overall 
cost. Historical data gathered from Topcoder indicated that 
almost    40% of registrants always registered in famous 
companies’ tasks, 25% for normal companies, around 10% for 
start-up companies. The remaining tasks will get no registrants 
and will be starved. Simulation was run with the same category. 

TABLE 2: ATTRIBUTES IN THE TASK UPLOADING MODEL 

Type Attribute 
Name Description Reference 

Softw
are m

ini-tasks 

Tasks All uploaded tasks [2,4,5,6] 

Taken Tasks Tasks that have registered 
worker(s) [2,6,9] 

Submitted 
tasks 

Tasks that have associated 
submissions [2,6] 

Completed 
tasks 

Tasks that have associated 
submissions and past it due 

date 
[2,6] 

Drop Taken 
tasks 

Tasks that have registrants but 
with no submission [2,6] 

Reload tasks Tasks that have been uploaded 
more than once [1] 

Drop out 
tasks 

Tasks with submissions of 
unacceptable quality [1] 

Acceptable 
tasks 

Tasks with acceptable 
submissions [1] 

Starved tasks Tasks that have no registrants [1,6] 

C
onstraints 

Task 
uploading 

rate 

The rate of uploading small 
Tasks into the platform [2,4,9] 

Task 
duration 

Acceptable time between 
uploading and submitting a 

task 
[1,6] 

Market 
situation 

Total demand of new products 
and Software workers in the 

platform 
[1,6,7] 

 When a task is taken it may be dropped before submission 
or submitted as a processed task. In completed task phase, it 
may (1) accepted and good to use in final product, (2) there is 
need to rework and reload it into system or (3) not deemed 
acceptable and drop out.  Applicable attributes in creating the 
SD model of task uploading in the platform are briefly 
explained in Table 2. 

3) The Final Layout 
A crowdsourced platform system continues working as 

long as there are uploaded tasks to perform and enough 
interested software workers to consistently process tasks. 
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The final layout illustrates the dynamic inte
such platforms is a combination of the pr
models, as shown in Figure 1. In the n
complexity has a direct impact on the award as
task and consequently on software worker
whether to take the task or not. 

In this model the influence of task comple
normalization is clear, since these subjects a
the award and subsequently by demand for ta
software workers and submission tasks.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To run the model via Vensim, histo
Topcoder was used. Systems dynamic simulat
a long run, so the results and available analysis
in market analysis and company policy decis
provides options to run over 60 periods of 
period being considered as a day, a wee
respectively. Since the average time line of u
task until submitting the final file in Topcode
time period is considered as 60 days in our stud

The proposed models are analyzed wi
different decision scenarios with two gro
(changes in external factors, attributes behavi
direct or indirect stakeholders in the system
Shock occurs in award: how will the platform c
task taken and software worker situation and w
a shock with tolerance of 10% happens in Aw
happens in Task uploading rate: how will 
uploading rate influence the number of softw
associated awards in platform and consequent
completed tasks? (C) Shock occurs in Active
How can a changing number of active s
influence the platform in terms of the numbe
granting experience point and submitting comp

To analyze how the model simulates and p
circumstances, we ran our simulation models
scenario: (1) First run (simulation) which is th
the model was based on available gathered dat
with no shock, obviously this run has the sam
different scenarios; (2) Second run (simulatio
shock in specific attribute in the platform wi
for -10%; and (3) The last run (simulation 2) w
if the same attribute improved  +10% in the pla

A. Result from Scenario A, B and C for f
Results of the first run shows that by p

number of active software workers will increa
taking the task by software workers will g
addition, by passing time and gaining mor
software workers, the number of winners a
submitting completed task would rise. Mo
indicates that experience point gaining b
associated awards are following almost th
however the experience point drops first an
smoothly. This difference may be the result o
workers experience when they are joining the p

Fig 2: Scenario A, Shoc

eraction model of 
evious two sub-
new model task 
ssociated with the 
rs’ decisions on 

exity on task size 
are influenced by 
aking the task by 

NS 
orical data from 
tes the model for 
s are very helpful 
sions. The model 

time, with each 
ek or a month, 
uploading a new 

er is 30 days, this 
dy.  
ith respect to 3 
oups of shocks 
ior, or actions by 

m) including: (A) 
condition such as 

winning change if 
ward? (B) Shock 
a shock in task 

ware workers and 
tly the number of 
e worker arrival: 
oftware workers 
er of task taking, 
pleted?  
predicts the above 
s three times per 
he initial result of 
ta from Topcoder 

me result for all 3 
on 1) was run for 
ith an adjustment 
was by assuming 
atform. 

first run 
passing time the 
ase and chance of 
grow as well. In 
re experience by 
and also that for 
oreover this run 
by winners and 
he same pattern, 
nd then increased 
of lacking enough 
platform. 

In the following sections outcom
2, Fig 3, and Fig 4) for second and
different scenarios will be discussed

B. Result from Scenario A (Sh
and third run  
As Fig 2 illustrates, while drop

simulation 1, as expected it was se
time (days) not only the number of a
15% and subsequently the number 
19%, the chance of getting more 
having more winners increased resp
as well. And in simulation 2, when 
10%, after 30 days the number of 
tasks taken and numbers of winn
12.5%, 23% and 29%, and consequ
correct submissions would be red
demonstrates that raising the award
task, and consequently active softw
interested in completing the tasks, 
report in [8]. Moreover, a higher re

with more complex tasks which is m
the utility of such tasks will be decre

C. Result from Scenario B (Sh
rate) for second and third run  
  When a project gets decompos

makes for more task uploads into th
will directly effect on active softwa
and also associated award with ta
uploaded rate was decreased by 10%
days the number of tasks taken 
number of active software worke
chances of getting more completed t
expected the award rose by 13%. 

 As in simulation 2, the task up
10%, after 30 days the number of 
tasks taken and chance of submitt
increased respectively by 17%, 13%
associated awards decreased by 1
number of winner workers will incr
when a project decomposed into sm
would decrease, and therefore the as
when the number of composed ta
would rise and accordingly the awar

 
ck in Award  

mes of different shocks (Fig 
d third run of simulations in 
d. 

hock in Award) for second 

pping the award by 10% in 
een that after 30 periods of 
active workers increased by 
of taken tasks increased by 
correct submitted task and 
pectively by 13% and 27% 
the award was increased by 
active workers, number of 

ners decreased in order by 
uently the chance of getting 
duced by 18%. This result 
d has a negative impact on 
ware workers become less 
which confirms the results 
eward is usually associated 

more time consuming, hence, 
eased for software workers.  

hock in Task uploading 

ed to many smaller tasks, it 
he platform and as a result it 
are workers completed task 
asks. In simulation 1, task 
%, Fig 3 shows that after 30 

decreased by 15.4%, the 
ers reduced by 18% and 
tasks dropped 14% while as 

pload rate was increased by 
active workers, number of 

ting more completed tasks 
%, and 18%, and therefore 
1%, and consequently the 
rease as well. It was known 

maller tasks, task complexity 
ssociated award would drop, 
asks decreased, complexity 
rd would rise as well.    
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Fig 3: Scenario B, shock in Task uploading

Fig 4: Scenario C, shock in Active software wor

D. Result from Scenario C (Shock in Act
worker arrival) for second and third  
 Changing the number of potential softwar

there are more suppliers to perform the task an
to receive correct completed tasks and obv
number of winner workers. Fig 4 represents re
C, when simulation 1, ran with an assump
reduction in the rate of active software worker 
that number of tasks taken drop by almost 12
the chance of getting more completed tasks d
and consequently the number of winners decre
experience point per task decreased by 6%. In 
rate of active software worker arrival improv
number of active workers and number of task
days increased in orderly by 16% and 5%
submitting more completed tasks rose by 14
rate of experience point per task  increased by 

This conclusion is understandable, wh
software workers arrival is increasing and r
tasks remains constant, the number of competi
clearly number of well experienced worker
consequently granted experience point grows.  

 According to simulation results (Figur
number of Active Software Workers are exp
by time which makes taken tasks more likely 
the same pattern as Active software workers, 
to the result of [8, 9 ]. This observatio
decomposing projects to smaller size t

g rate  

rker arrival  

Fig 5: Number of Wins V.S Register
Experience

Fig 6: Award V.S Subm

tive software 

re workers means 
nd higher chance 
viously a higher 
esults of scenario 

mption of a 10% 
arrival, it is clear 

2% after 30 days, 
ecreased by 19% 
eased, expectedly 
simulation 2, the 

ved by 10%, the 
ks taken after 30 

% and chance of 
4%, therefore the 
4%.  

hen the rate of 
rate of uploaded 
itors per task and 

rs rises fast, and 

es 2, 3 ,4) the 
ponentially rising 

to follow almost 
this result agrees 
on support that 
tasks with less 

complexity and lower associated aw
number of submitted tasks and h
acceptable completed tasks, and as
time. Also this practice would di
market situation and involve more 
workers. 

With respect to the available em
behavior it is indicated that by pass
experience, Software workers regi
tasks at the same time and also the w
software worker. Based on sim
increased from almost 12% of task r
in in day 60 for active software 
illustrated in Fig 5.  

Fig 6 displays relation between
and submission rate. Results of d
granted Experience point and aw
while the submission rate and award
result is also supported by histo
Topcoder. As task complexity is o
award allocation and also task com
was expected. In conclusion, the f
can be derived from the results and d

(1) By decomposing the projec
uploading those in the platf
chance of getting more reg
number of submitted tasks w

rs for new tasks by gaining 
e 

mitted task Rate 

ward would guarantee more 
higher chance of receiving 
s a result a shorter project 
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numbers of active software 

mpirical data and simulation 
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ster to participate in more 
win rate would increase per 

mulation the winning rate 
registrations in day 9 to   45% 
workers. This outcome is 

n award, Experience point 
dynamic simulation shows, 
ard have a direct relation 
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orical data gathered from 
one of the basic factors of 

mpletion process, such result 
following practical insights 
discussions above: 

ct to smaller size tasks and 
form by 10% higher rate the 
istrants and receiving more 
will be raised on average of 
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15% as the complexity of tasks will decrease which 
means shorter project time. 

(2) Since a higher award is usually associated with more 
complex tasks, increasing the award by 10% will 
negatively effect on the total demand for tasks by 23%, 
consequently more cancelled or starved tasks will 
occur. 

(3) In raising the number of software workers while the 
number of available tasks is constant, the chance of 
receiving correct completed tasks will increase by 14%, 
as chances are more numbers of experienced workers 
register for the task increased by almost 15%.  

V. CONCLUSION 
By simulating a dynamic model of CSD platform, it is 

indicated that active software workers and task taken are 
following exponential distribution, while worker experience 
affects the number of taken tasks. By passing time and gaining 
more experience the active software worker will register for 
more tasks, while at the same time the chance of submitting 
completed tasks will increase. 

However it is known that by increasing the Award, demand 
for task will decrease, simulation showed that award and 
experience point are directly related and affected by time while 
rate of submitted tasks and award are following task 
complexity as one of most important factors in micro task 
administrating. Simulation outcome and statistical analysis of 
available Topcoder data are agreeing on the same conclusion. 

For future work analyzing market situation based on task 
demand, complexity and software worker experience is 
suggested. This research can help companies to decide when 
and where crowdsourced their project and how to normalized 
uploaded tasks. Also it can predict what fraction of the project 
should be crowdsourced and how much should be done in 
house. 
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